
 
 
Inactive Policy Examples – from Zero: 2016 
 

Inactive policies have been a hot topic within Zero: 2016 communities, and we’ve identified 
some best practices and strong policy examples. A few important points: 

 Having an “Inactive Policy” is a critical component of maintaining a real-time by-name 
list as well as a robust coordinated entry system. Without this policy, communities 
experience clogs in their referral system because they are spending time searching for 
households in the community who they haven’t been able to reach through multiple 
attempts, often for many months. Communities are unsure if people they cannot locate 
are still in need of housing or have self-resolved or relocated. This is very common. 

 To ensure efficient referral processes when a housing opening is available, it is 
important to have an “Inactive Policy” that defines when a households will be moved 
from the “active” by-name list to an “inactive” list.  

 As soon as a household on the inactive list makes contact with the homeless system 
(often tracked through HMIS), including outreach workers, drop-in centers, shelters, etc, 
they are moved from the inactive list to the active list and can be referred to housing 
openings. 

 It is very common for communities with robust coordinated entry systems to have a 60 
or 90 day inactive policy. Examples are below. 

 

Examples of Strong No Contact/Inactive Policies: 
 Seattle: I have made three attempts to contact this Veteran, a minimum of one time 

each week, and not continuous attempts within the same business day or a consecutive 
three-day period. I have contacted the VI-SPDAT interviewer, physically gone to the 
location(s) the Veteran said they could be found and utilized all resources provided by 
the Veteran and have been unsuccessful at making contact. My attempts to contact the 
Veteran are documented in my agency's system and/or notes and have been 
communicated back to VOLT (triage group) to update these efforts on the By-Name List. 
The Veteran's list status will be changed to Inactive (missing/unknown) at 90 days from 
my last contact with them. If they resurface after >90 days they will complete a new VI-
SPDAT and be added back to the active BNL. 

 WA DC: They are unassigned from the housing provider to whom they are matched, 
which is recorded in HMIS, and if/when they re-enter the system, they are re-assessed 
with VI-SPDAT if it has been one year or longer, and immediately re-matched to their 
initial housing provider (if open) or to another housing provider (if not). 

 Fresno: After 90 days of no contact with a Veteran, their name is moved to an inactive 
list. If the Veteran resurfaces again, their information is updated and moved to the 
active list and a housing plan will be put in place. 

 Tallahassee/Leon County: At 90 days, if a veteran has not been located by outreach 
efforts each week AND they have had no services or shelter stays in HMIS for the past 3 
months, we then coordinate with our VA team members to look in the VA databases to 



 
see if the veteran has relocated or checked into the medical clinic during those months. 
If there is no information available, no services and no contact info, we then move them 
to our extensive search list, otherwise we try to find them based on new info we may 
have found during the looking process. 

 Roanoke City/County: After 60 days veterans with no contact are moved to an inactive 
list and it is reviewed every two weeks to see if people come back to the system, which 
at that point they are moved back to the active list. (Greensboro/High Point CoC uses 
same policy but has a 90 day threshold instead of 60 day. Rockford/Winnebago CoC 
uses same policy but reviews list at monthly meetings instead of every two weeks.) 

 Springfield CoC: Veterans are tracked by the date of last known contact. When 3 
months have elapsed since last contact, a veteran is kept on the list, but moved to 
inactive status. If they are again contacted, they are moved back to active status (Salt 
Lake County CoC has the same policy). 

             
 


